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INSIDE
Professor speaks on
problems in Sudan
Jesse
Benjamin
gives a presentation on
the Sudan
crisis.

Job market receives boost
Derek Sullivan
ASSOCIATE WRITER
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SCSU Soccer player
overcomes injuries
Abbey
Fredrickson
doesn’t let a
few broken
ribs get her
down.

NUMBER 12

SCSU Career Services department polled 112 employees to predict the strength of the job market
next year. The results might be
good news to job seekers.
Many Minnesota career centers
receive inquires on the job market
for college-aged workers. To
answer the consistent questions,
Career Services put together the
first Minnesota College Job
Outlook
survey.
Andrew
Ditlevson, associate director of
Career Services, headed the project.
Ditlevson and staff e-mailed
183 local businesses, who regularly recruit college-aged students
and non-students.

By the end of July, 112 employers responded to the survey.
Employers were asked whether
they plan to increase, decrease or
maintain their staff. Fifty percent,
or 54 employers, plan to increase
their staff in 2005.
“With 50 percent of the
employers planning to increase
their hiring and more than 97 percent planning to increase or maintain hiring for the coming year, this
should be the best job market for
new college graduates since 2001,”
Ditlevson said.
The survey e-mailed all types
of businesses including retail,
financial, manufacturing, nonprofit/human services, government
and health care.
Of the industries listed, financial institutions led in total number

of respondents with 29 companies
returning the survey.
Two-thirds (67.5 percent) of all
respondents claimed to be looking
for business majors. Other popular
majors included communications
(38.5), computer science (29.8).
agriculture/food science (13.5) and
education majors (4.8) finished at
the bottom of the pack.
The survey concluded that local
companies plan to look for new
employees and not wait for
prospects to come into their office.
Seventy-five percent of respondents said they have at least tentative plans to recruit on SCSU property.
While it seems businesses are
jumping at an opportunity to
recruit on campus, Karen Turok,
who works at the student employ-

ment office, said response to a
Sept. 15 on-campus, part-time job
fair remained steady.
“We sent out invitations to over
900 businesses inside St. Cloud
and around the city,” Turok said.
“We got the same response as last
year.”
The survey asked about salaries
and whether companies planned to
increase wages. The response came
back with disappointing results.
“While new college graduates
should benefit from a much
improved job market, they should
not expect to make more money
than last year’s graduates,”
Ditlevson said. “The vast majority
of employers (73.5 percent of businesses surveyed) expect to maintain salary offers from a year ago.”
■
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The SCSU crew team hauls their boats from outside the football stadium to the waters of the Mississippi twice daily for practices.The
two training sessions begin at 5:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. and last for two hours.
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City requests repayment from Bush
By a vote of 7-0 Monday, the St. Cloud City Council decided to seek
reimbursement for at least $22,000 in extra costs from President
George W. Bush’s campaign visit last week.
City taxpayers will have to pay up if the extra costs are not paid by
the Bush Campaign.
Council member Bob Johnson cited the idea.
According to City Administrator Mike Williams, the city spent at
least $22,000 in overtime and miscellaneous expenses for police, fire,
airport and public works staff.
St. Cloud and Waite Park paid about $1,200 in overtime when first
lady Laura Bush visited last month.
Mankato also estimated extra costs of about $20,000 when the
President visited in early August.

Vandals hit St. Cloud, Sauk Rapids
Some residents of St. Cloud and Sauk Rapids awoke Sunday to find
their vehicle windows shot out by vandals.
At least 77 vehicles were damaged and two businesses had their windows shot out, Capt. Dave Johnson of the St. Cloud police department
said.
According to the Sauk Rapids police department, they received 34
calls from people scattered throughout town with windows shot out.
St. Cloud police received 45-plus calls with the majority of the calls
between 11:30 p.m Sunday night and 12:30 a.m.Monday morning.
Police continued to take reports throughout the day Monday.
If you have information, please call Sauk Rapids police at 251-9451.

Random Quote

“Even if you’re on the right track– you’ll get run over if you just sit
there.”
- Arthur Godfrey
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1. (09/19/04) Intoxicated individuals
(two non-student males), South
Benton
2. (09/20/04) Security concern (possible theft), Shoemaker
3. Medical (fall on ice surface),
National Hockey Center
4. Safety concern, Lawrence Hall
5. (9/21/04) Damage to state property
(PDS vehicle), PDS parking stalls
6. Suspicious activity (phone call),
Mitchell
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Nation & World

American hostage killed in Iraq
A claim from a radical Islamic Web site stated an American hostage
had been killed.
These claims were not verified, but a statement was issued Monday
about the killing, followed by a videotape of the beheading of
American Eugene Armstrong.
The statement said that Tuesday’s victim was 48-year-old Jack
Hensley. Hensley, along with Armstrong, 52, and Briton Kenneth
Bigley, 62, were kidnapped from their home in Baghdad last Thursday.
Armstrong's body was found four days later in Baghdad.
Claiming responsibility for the killing of Hensley and Armstrong is
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi group called Tawid and Jihad- meaning
“Monotheism and Holy War” in Arabic.
The United States has a $25 million bounty on al-Zarqawi’s head.
The military considers him the most wanted man in Iraq.

CBS fined for wardrobe malfunction
CBS was fined $550,000 for broadcasting Janet Jackson's Super
Bowl stunt last February, when one of her breasts was exposed.
Each of the 20 CBS-owned television stations got the maximum
indecency penalty of $27,000 from the Federal Communications
Commission.
More than 200 of CBS’ affiliate stations that also aired the show
were not fined. Commissioner Jonathan Adelstein said the agency
could have sent out a stronger message about indecency by fining CBS
affiliates as well.
The wardrobe malfunction generated more than 500,000 complaints
to the FCC.
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Calendar of

Events

News

Author speaks on racism

TODAY
■ Social work field fair
Atwood Memorial Center
Voyageur room, 2 to 3:15 p.m.
Social Service Agencies from
Minnesota recruit field placement students for their programs.
■ Delta Sigma Pi informational meeting
Business Building Room 315
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Learn how to
join the fraternity.
■ Husky Leadership Series
Principle-Based Leadership. 4
p.m. Atwood Memorial Center
Voyageurs North room.
Leadership workshops to help
leaders and members of student
organizations develop skills and
strategies to be more successful.
■ “The Pianist”
8 p.m. Atwood Memorial
Center Theatre. Runs through
Sunday. Rated R. Free.

FRIDAY
■ Canoe The St. Croix
Outdoor Endeavors recreation.
Relax and take in the scenic
riverway. Cost $60.
■ Susan Beyer
8 a.m. Atwood Memorial
Center display case. Pottery.
Free.
■ “Butter on Bread”
Stearns History Museum 235
33rd Ave. S. Explores the innovations that transformed raw
materials into food products.
■ “Shawn and Friends”
Radisson Suite Hotel 404 St.
Germain St. 7:30 p.m. to 10
p.m. Shawn Jarvis, vocals; Guy
Levilain, bass; Ted Godbout,
piano; and Al Asmus, Flute.
Free.

SATURDAY
■ One World Festival
The finest independent, traditional and alternative artists celebrate diversity with family in
entertainment at the paramount.
11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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Chad Eldred
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Paul Kivel, author of “Uprooting
Racism: How White People Can
Work for Social Justice,” gave a
speech to a crowd of about 150 people
Tuesday in the Atwood Memorial
Center.
He spoke on the complexity of
racism in America and how white
people can become allies to end discrimination. Kivel, co-founder of the
Oakland Men’s Project, an organization dedicated to stopping male violence, has been involved in many
workshops dealing with abuse and
racism. He has also written various
books for children and adults on stopping violence and ending racism.
Kivel said that his work was
inspired by three social justice movements: the working class movement,
the Civil Rights movement, and the
Women’s Liberation movement.
Kivel said that he wanted to reach out
and make a difference in his community. He first became involved with
stopping male violence and his work
soon spread to other facets of injustice.
“There is extensive racism in all
aspects of American society,” Kivel
said. “Anywhere we look there’s systematic racism. It’s tearing apart the
fabric of American society.”
At the speech, Kivel examined
institutional racism; a level of racism
that extends beyond personal acts of
discrimination and goes into every
layer of our society. Kivel said the
criminal justice system and universities are two examples where institutionalized racism exists.
Kivel said that in order to fight
racism and start to make changes in
our society, people of all color need to
cooperate in these efforts.
“The only way a community
makes change is by everybody coming together and addressing issues,”
Kivel said.
Kivel discussed the culture of
power that white males, especially,
live in. He explained that when you

■

Continued from PAGE 1.

Survey

Twenty-seven local employers
plan to increase salaries, but only at
a modest one to three percent.
When asked about appropriate
job qualifications, internships were
given the highest marks. Many
employers wanted applicants to
have previously worked for the
company. The survey asked companies to give a score of 1 (not important) to 5 (extremely important).
Internships were the only qualification to score over four (4.37).
Surprisingly, a high grade point

are in that culture, you do not see the
discrimination happening around you
and that people of color will see things
completely different.
“We need to listen to the people
who are on the front lines of the struggle and do what needs to be done,”
Kivel said.
Kivel focused on specific ways
that white people can become allies
with people of color.
If a class, professor, or curriculum
seems to be racially biased, Kivel said
it is important for allies to take a stand;
either by talking to other students or
going to the administration about concerns.
Teresa Handberg, a student at
SCSU, came to the speech for her
Human Relations class, but said she
learned an important lesson.
“It was very useful,” Handberg
said. “If someone else does something, you need to say something
instead of just sitting there.”
Dr. Rose Stark-Rose, a counselor
at campus, also came to listen to Kivel
speak. She has used his books in her
class, and has included them in the
activities she does.
“He has a very practical
approach,” Stark-Rose said. “I like
that he spent a good portion of his talk
on how to be an ally and what that
means.”
Stark-Rose said that the most
important thing she got from the
speech was that there is hope and a
possibility for change.
Kivel stressed that if our society
can come together as allies in the fight
for racial equality, progress will be
made.
“I hope that on campus white people will come together and say, ‘Okay,
what can we do?’ and really begin getting more involve.”

More Information

For more information on
Paul Kivel and his collection of
books and workshops, visit his
Web site at www.paulkivel.com.

average (3.0 or higher) ranked fifth
out of seven categories.
Qualifications finishing higher
in the survey were internships, previous work experience (3.73), relevant work experience (3.56) and
being a leader of a campus organization (3.48).
Recruiters named communication as the most important skill for
students to possess, just ahead of
teamwork and a positive attitude.
Surprisingly, computer skills
and a strong work ethic ranked
ninth and 10th, out of 10 choices.
Employers were also questioned
on where new employees needed
improvements. Communication
skills ranked first, in the portion as
well. Interviewing skills and pro-

JOSHUA FOX/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Paul Kivel speaks on social justice issues to a standing room only
crowd Wednesday at Atwood in the Cascade Room.

fessionalism placed second and
third out of 10 choices.
Employers apparently are not
looking for go-getters. Initiative,
motivation, personal drive and passion ranked 10th out of the 10
choices.
“It was very interesting to see
that interviewing and professionalism/etiquette appeared so high on

the list, especially considering that
employers were asked an open
ended question,” Ditlevson said. “It
shows that Career Services offices
that are offering mock interviewing
and professional dress and dining
etiquette programs are right on
track and more needs to be done in
this area.”

“This should be the best job market for new
college graduates since 2001.”
Andrew Ditlevson
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF CAREER SERVICES
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FBI agent speaks out
Colleen Rowley, known
as an FBI ‘whistle
blower’ spoke at the
Atwood Theatre for
Women on Wednesday
Joe Palmersheim
STAFF WRITER

Conscience can cause different
people to do different things. It can
make you go to church, return that
wallet you found to its owner or tell
your parents that it was you who
spilled paint on the rug so many
years ago.
Colleen Rowley knows all about
conscience, only what bothered her
ended up making headlines when
she broke her silence.
Rowley made the news in June
2002 when she testified before
Congress about the FBI’s shortcomings in regards to 9/11.
Along with Cynthia Cooper
(who brought to light the shady
accounting practices at MCI
WorldCom) and Sherri Watkins
(who helped make “Enron” a
household word), Rowley graced
the cover of Time as a “Person of
the Year 2002.” The trio became
known as “The Whistle-Blowers.”
Rowley spoke to a full house at
the Atwood Theatre on Wednesday.
This sort of activity is nothing new
to her.
“I speak at a whole range of
groups–some colleges and law
schools, and also professional
groups,” Rowley said. “I spoke to
NASA officials earlier this year. [I
speak] mostly on this topic, actually two topics, ethics and ethical
decision making.”
Her reasons for doing this are
simple, Rowley believes that
America as a whole is not as ethical
as it once was, especially in the corporate world.
“I think we have a real problem
in the country in terms of people’s
standards. We have firemen, for
instance, who will run into a burning building to rescue someone
without a second thought, at great
risk to themselves. Why don’t we
have people making ethical decisions without agonizing over it?”
Rowley said. “If we don’t talk
about raising the standards [in
regards to future generations],
we’re going to have problems.”
This problem, according to
Rowley, is applicable to nearly
every area in American culture, but
is especially prevalent in the business world.
“Look at our corporate problems
with Enron, and WorldCom and

twenty
others.
Look
at
the
lawyers, look at
Wall Street, look
at the health care
industry. Look at
the
athletes.
Winning at all
costs is one of the
Colleen problems, and we
Rowley don’t see that
cheating is even
going on or is a problem,” Rowley
said.
Born in Iowa, Rowley graduated
valedictorian of her class, and has
been with the FBI since 1981. She
later worked on cases involving
drug dealing by Italian Mafioso
and, in 1990, she transferred to the
Minneapolis field office.
In April 2003, she resigned her
legal position and went back to
being a field agent after a failed
attempt to warn the Administration
of the FBI about the dangers of the
war in Iraq.
Rowley addressed the issue of
government and corporate ethics in
her speech, and spoke of a lack
there-of in both.
When speaking in regards to the
FBI, Rowley said that honesty and
integrity are critical to insure the
cooperation of the public.
When speaking about working
in New York, Rowley said that people would not answer their doors
for the FBI.
Later, when addressing the idea
of decline of corporate ethics, she
brought up the idea that corporate
greed was able to survive (and even
thrive) because of the ability to buy
the best legal help available and
“get off with a slight slap on the
wrist, but we’re still going to profit
more than we’ll lose.”
Rowley went on to address more
examples of corporate greed as the
presentation went on.
“Most civilizations fall, not
because of outside attack, but
because of internal rot,” Rowley
said, and made the point that corporate greed is a symbol of that very
rot.
The most important part of the
presentation came when Rowley
gave her three guidelines for ethical

behavior. The first guideline was
“discerning right from wrong,” and
Rowley used a psychological test to
illustrate the corrosive effects of
group-think on that same ability.
The next step was “following
through.” Basically, what this step
entails is action: an evil has been
realized, and it must be stopped.
She used the example of the
Unabomber’s brother giving the
FBI information that led to his (the
Unabomber’s) arrest.
The third and final step was “do
it openly.” Rowley stated that this
last step can be determined with a
simple test regarding the significance and truthfulness of the information, as well as the idea that one
should not use ethics for personal
gain.
Closing the presentation with a
joke about the CIA and assassins,
Rowley opened the floor to questions from the audience.
In answering these inquiries, she
addressed a variety of issues, ranging from her impending retirement
“I think (the Patriot Act) glosses
over issues- but there are over 160
provisions in there, and the majority of them are not a problem,”
Rowley said.
Student response was enthusiastic. Candace Johnson, a student
from St. Cloud Technical College,
said that her favorite part was the
ethical guidelines.
“I loved the three steps she outlined. Now that I have a process to
go by, that will work better for me,”
Johnson said.
According to junior Julianne
Mehr, also a St. Cloud Technical
College student, the presentation
was well-done.
“It was very interesting and very
informative, especially on ethics
and government.”

“I think we have a serious problem in this
country in terms of people’s standards... if we
don’t raise the standards, we’re going to have
problems.”
Colleen Rowley
FBI FIELD AGENT
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Program teaches
students success
Tessa Brend
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Everyone has different tolerances for handling change and the
pressure of new places. Some
adjust immediately to new situations, and some do well at first and
then falter, while others struggle
right away.
Strategies for College Success:
Transition from High School to
College is a program designed for
those students who need help
adjusting to their first year of college.
Psychologist JoAnn Gasparino
from
the
Counseling
and
Psychological Services Center presented the hour-long program. It is
the first in a series of college success programs. The presentation
was given 12 to 1 p.m. Monday in
the Garvey Commons Peach Room.
“The Counseling Services
Center started doing it last fall
semester of 2003,” Gasparino said.
“I did the presentation for the first
time last fall and this is the second
time I’ve done it. Jayne Lokken,
another psychologist at SCSU,
came up with the overall idea and
the whole counseling center staff
sat down and talked about what
might be some good topics to cover
and then we put the programs
together and signed up for different
programs we wanted to do.”
Rachel Schuler attended the presentation and said her first year at
SCSU has gone well so far.
“I’m making a lot of new
friends. I’m not really homesick, I
just try to stay here and meet more
people.”
First year student Megan Fessler
also sat in during the success program.
“I thought my first year was
going to be really interesting. I didn’t know what to expect so I just
kept an open mind,” Fessler said.
“No complaints so far.”
Both Fessler and Schuler agreed
that the program was helpful but
felt it touched on a lot of the same
issues talked about in the mandatory Respect and Responsibility
Workshop from the beginning of
the year. Fessler does plan on utilizing the Counseling Center to figure out what the best job field for
her will be, however. Schuler said
she would definitely recommend a
friend to one of the programs or the
counseling center for help.
Fessler and Schuler both concluded that time management and
getting enough sleep were the transition aspects that would be the

hardest for them to make this year.
“The Counseling Center is a
really good resource if people are
going through homesickness or
wanting help with just about any
issue whether it be career, academic, or personal,” Gasparino said. “I
just want people to know we’re
here.”
Gasparino offered advice to students in attendance, whether they
were in their first year or fourth, on
how to stay on track and get
through the year with less of a
struggle.
Her first suggestion was to get
into a routine for school and make
rules to follow.
“Talk to new people and become
involved in new activities. One of
the let downs students experience is
expecting to meet many new people
their first year, and when that doesn’t happen right away it makes it
rough,” Gasparino said. “Getting
involved in a club or sports organization will open students up to the
possibility of new faces that share a
common interest.”
She said it is also important to
eat a balanced diet, exercise and get
plenty of rest each night–seven to
eight and a half hours.
“Try and maintain your sleep
schedule on the weekend. Get up on
Saturday and Sunday the same time
you would on the weekdays,”
Gasparino said. “This ensures that
your body will be ready to sleep
soundly every night.”
On the subject of partying,
Gasparino cautioned the students.
“Be careful of drinking, drugs,
and sexual promiscuity. If you must
drink, have just one beverage for
the social aspect but be sensible,”
she said.
Handouts were given to students
that highlighted types of stress and
how to deal with it. Another packet
contained a point-by-point comparison of high school and college that
showcased differences in personal
freedoms, teachers, tests, and
grades.
Strategies for College Success
programs will be presented every
Monday from 12 to 1 p.m. in the
Garvey Peach Room.
For more information or to find
out future topics, pick up a bookmark in the Counseling and
Psychological Services office in
103 Stewart Hall, or go to
www.stcloudstate.edu/counseling.
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Speaker gives Sudan lesson
Nyssa Dahlberg
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

In honor of the U.N. Day of
Peace, Amnesty International
informed students about the present
controversy in Sudan with a presentation called “Teach-in on Sudan” at
3:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Miller
Center auditorium.
Amnesty International is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
defending human rights. Sara Harris,
president of the SCSU chapter of
Amnesty International, began the
“Teach-in on Sudan” talk by asking
students to write down things they

would take with them if they had 10
minutes to flee their home and only
one bag.
Three people volunteered their
information and were told they
would be denied asylum and would
not be able to leave. Harris said that
many people were not allowed to
leave Sudan unless they had documented proof that they were in danger.

Sudan’s history

Harris then introduced Jesse
Benjamin, a professor of human relations and multicultural education at
SCSU. Benjamin gave some back-

ASHLEY PRESTE/ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Jesse Benjamin, a professor of human relations and multicultural
education at SCSU spoke to students Tuesday in the Miller Center
Auditorium about the human rights violations in Sudan.

ground information about what is
happening in Sudan.
“Most Americans don’t know
what’s going on and now we are
hearing there is a terrible humanitarian crisis,” Benjamin said. “The U.S.
media isn’t covering this crisis
almost at all, and it’s very hard to
find information on what’s really
happening.”
He said a common misconception
among Americans is that these kinds
of things happen all the time in
African nations.
“We see in Africa, Sudan in particular, images of poverty, images of
war, images of genocide,” Benjamin
said. “I think a lot of Americans
think those are natural things that
always occur in Africa and that’s
really the farthest possible thing
from the truth.”
Benjamin went on to explain that
Sudan is one of the most ancient
places in the world and one of the
birthplaces of civilization. He said
Sudan is where we first had domestic
plants, writing and schools. Sudan
was one of the first hierarchical civilizations where large cities with
priests and leaders developed for the
first time.
“It’s important to think of Sudan
as one of the richest places in the
world both culturally and economically,” he said. “This is an incredible
contrast to what we are seeing in the
present.”
Up until about 200 years ago
Sudan was on the cutting edge of
society and economic development,
Benjamin said. Then, the British
moved in to try and colonize the
area.

a civil war between the north and
south. There is very little development (in the south), very few roads,
very few bridges, very little electricity,” Benjamin said. “Where the
north has things like jet planes and
paved roads and some railroads and
industry.”

Civil War

A slide show was presented in
hopes of putting faces to the disasters
in Darfar. Pictures showed refugee
camps in the middle of the desert
where people lived in houses made
of sticks and tarps. Other photographs showed empty villages with
burned-down houses.
“(The slide show) put it on a
human connection and the pictures
put it on a level where one can see
first hand the terrors happening in
Darfar,” said Mary Loe, a St. Cloud
community member who attended
the presentation.
Some students had never heard
the information presented before.
Third-year student Deirdre
Mulvey expressed the frustration she
felt by not knowing what to do to
help the Sudanese situation.
“I didn’t even know anything
about this. All the western government cares about is power and
money (so they don’t help). The people who really care were in there (at
the presentation).”
Go to www.amnestyusa.org to
learn more about Darfar and the crisis happening in Sudan.

“For the last 150 to 200 years
there has been outside people coming into Sudan and trying to take
over,” Benjamin said. “This has created many problems within Sudan.”
These problems include creating
massive tensions between the north
and the south regions of the nation.
In the past, most everyone in Sudan
were Muslim, Benjamin said. Then
the British sent missionaries to the
south converting many people to
Christianity. This created a religious
divide between the north and south.
Soon after, the north started calling
themselves Arab while the south was
black African, which created a race
tension.
“To be black African you are at
the bottom of a hierarchy on a global
scale of civilization and you can be
captured as a slave and be mistreated
anywhere in the world but especially
in Africa,” Benjamin said.
Since Sudan became independent
from the British the nation has had
many leaders. These leaders have
been favoring the north, because
they are Muslim, and have been
extremely oppressive to the people in
the south, Benjamin said.
“Since 1972 or so there has been

Problems in Darfar
Benjamin explained that in the
last 20 years people have been ignoring what has been going on in Sudan.
However, recently people have
begun to talk about the situation
there.
“They have started talking about
a place called Darfar and Dafar definitely deserves our attention,”
Benjamin said.
Currently Darfar is at a crisis
because a paramilitary, hired by the
government, is going through raping
and killing the people of Darfar,
Benjamin said. Fifty thousand people or more have died already, and
millions have become refugees in
their own country or have moved to
Chad, the neighboring country.
“If western nations or African
nations intervene it would be fairly
easy to stop the violence,” Benjamin
said. “But the problem is, countries
in the modern world don’t want to
intervene in other people’s business.
We should approach Sudan with concern and I do believe the first step is
education.”

Putting faces with facts
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Young
inspired
to write
Maggy Bosneag
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Two SCSU professors continue to
teach young children the wonders of
writing and creative expression.
Professors Jerry Wellik and Frank
Kazemek conduct workshops
throughout the year for writers of all
ages, their upcoming workshops
works with 8-year-olds to 13-yearsolds. The seven-week class titled
“Writing With Expression” begins
this Saturday and runs through Nov.
6 at Books Revisited.
“This class focuses on a child’s
need to reach their inner self. Oral
interviewing skills, short stories and
poetry are a few of the main subjects
in the course,” Wellik said. “The
workshop also teaches how to obtain
information and the process of turning that information into short stories
and poetry. Young children need to
express themselves.”
Wellik, a professor of special education at SCSU, teams with
Kazemek, a member of the SCSU
education department. The two
began teaching eight years ago, when
Wellik was asked to work with students who disliked reading and writing.
Kazemek brought 20 years of
teaching writing to the elderly to the
program. The pair believed in combining the two age groups.
“We would have the youths interview the elders,” Wellik said. “While
in groups, the students would write
form poetry and various types of creative writing.”
The teachers do not push the students to write about any certain topics.
“During the course the children
are free to write about many different
things including their lives, struggles,
triumphs, finding themselves and
anything else the children wish,”
Wellik said.
While their job title is teacher,
Wellik and Kazemek look forward to
provide inspiration to the youths.
“We want to be mentors for the
children,” Wellik said. “It would be
great if we could reach a child that
normally would not want to read or
write.”
The class has room for 12 students, and is being conducted at
Books Revisited in downtown St.
Cloud. The business allows the
workshop to be run in the back of the
store at no charge.
The workshop is funded in part
with a grant provided by the Central
Minnesota Arts Council.
“Deb Vanderyke of the council
did a lot of work in helping us
acquire the grant.” Wellik said.
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“THE SEMINAL FILM FOR THIS GENERATION.”
Claudia Puig, USA TODAY

★★★★”

“Natalie Portman is a
FRESH, FUNNY heroine
with an emotional
range... beauty at the
surface, but a real glow
from deep within.”

Newman
Center...

“

Peter Debruge, PREMIERE

“HILARIOUS
AND HEARTFELT...
a winner.”
Peter Travers, ROLLING STONE

Thelma Adams, US WEEKLY

“Writer-Director
Zach Braff has a
genuine filmmaker’s
eye and is loaded
with talent.”
David Ansen, NEWSWEEK

#1
SOUNDTRACK!

...a place to belong.

MASS: SUNDAYS 9 AM, 11:15 AM, & 8 PM
MASS & EVENTS: 251-3261 OFFICE: 251-3260
http://studentorg.stcloudstate.edu/newman

M
FEATURING HITS FRO
THE SHINS AND
U
FRO
U
FRO

NOW PLAYING
Language, Drug Use
And A Scene of Sexuality

Soundtrack Available On
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St. Cloud offers surprisingly
entertaining music scene
For a central Minnesota town pretty close to the Twin
Cities, St. Cloud has a relatively impressive music scene.
Although it may not be as good Minneapolis or even
Mankato, it’s nothing to complain about.
At a closer look, St. Cloud has been host to both local
and national acts.
The obvious draw for national acts is the SCSU student population. In the last few years, UPB has done a
solid job recruiting top acts too. Some include
Evanescence, Ludacris and now Incubus.
Other artists such as Brother Ali (visiting Atwood
Mall next week and lured in by campus radio station
KVSC) and Live at Lunch weekly entertainment are a
definite asset to SCSU.
From a statewide perspective, Minnesota is home for
many national touring acts that swing through Cloud.
Mason Jennings, The Big Wu and Martin Zellar are just
a few.
St. Cloud has also gained the attention of the
Minnesota Music Academy, which presented the
Minnesota Music Awards at The Red Carpet last night.
This was the first time the award ceremony took place
outside of the Twin Cities.
Of course, St. Cloud’s own talent cannot be overlooked.
Downtown, which is closely situated to campus, is
ideal for recruiting a young college aged audience to see
bands performing original and cover songs.
Hydrophonics, Panoramic Blue and the Dueling
Piano’s, for starters, can be seen and heard regularly at
venues such as the Tavern, The Red Carpet and D.B.
Searle’s.
From a non-alcoholic perspective, many coffee shops
including the Java Joint, The Meeting Grounds and
Liquid Assets in Sartell are also pitching in.
In defense of the musicians, monetary respect tends
to take a backseat to any “good deal” a booking agent
can get on entertainment. Sometimes you’ve got to pay
to pack the house, and it’s hard to contend that the
money’s not there.
In the end, having good music to entertain us makes
going to college at SCSU that much more enjoyable.
Keep up the good work and never stop trying to make it
better.
The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Athlete priority registering frustrates
The question of priority registration has come up in numerous discussions in recent years. In almost every
discussion, many athletes raise the
belief that they should benefit from
early registration for classes. Most of
them claim the right to this benefit
because of what they call having a
“fixed schedule” or packed agendas
for a given semester. They want the
ability to have first choice of classes
that can be planned around their practices and games. Priority registration
would help those who are involved
with campus sports to better navigate
their lives, but if they deserve such an
advantage, why don’t other students?
The problem with this argument is
that it could be made for any number
of students. If we allow one group of
students belonging to extracurricular
programs to have priority registration
based on this line of reasoning, we
must permit every other student with a
busy schedule to register early.
Non-traditional students with children at home can make the “packed
agenda” argument. They have PTA
meetings, soccer games, meals to
cook, doctor visits to make and the
plethora of other duties that come with
being a parent.
I had a friend whose toddler
became ill and the daycare provider
she used would not allow the girl to
stay with the other children. While this
is an understandable policy, my friend
was left without a choice but to stay
home from class to take care of her
baby.
While many courses accept athletic excuses for missing class, parents

LESLEY
CHRISTIANSON

STAFF
ESSAY
do not get a free pass for missing a lecture to attend their child’s music concerts. These parental obligations make
punctual graduation a difficult task.
Yes, they chose to be parents and must
adapt to the responsibilities that come
with that choice, but didn’t the football
player choose to play?
Members of student organizations
such as UTVS, KVSC, the University
Chronicle, student government, etc.
claim a demanding schedule argument
too. Many of them have set meeting
times that often conflict with mandatory class times. Many have to plan their
course list around these activities, and
several students involved in university
organizations must put off registering
for a certain class until their situation
changes or until the class is offered at
another time. I doubt these students
would consider their time any less
important than the time of athletes.
Students who work full or part time
could also benefit from priority registration under this argument. Those
who are lucky enough to have an
understanding boss may be able to flex
their jobs around their classes, but
many are not so fortunate. I had a boss
once who would love to schedule me

during my Thursday afternoon English
class. She also didn’t bat an eyelash at
keeping me until 2 a.m. when I had a
class at 8 a.m. It sure would have been
nice to register before everyone and
get into that class that was offered at
noon.
With students who work full time,
night classes sometimes become necessary. Those required courses that are
only offered at night fill up quickly. A
student searching for such a class often
times must cross their fingers and hope
for an open seat when it is their turn to
register. Students who work often
times do not have much choice in the
matter. Rising tuition costs and the
price of books forces many to take on
one or more part-time jobs to afford a
college degree, and sometimes bosses
can be more demanding than coaches.
Students of philosophy may be
thinking this opinion has fallen victim
to the slippery slope fallacy. This is not
a misleading logical notion. It is quite
possible the same arguments can be
made for any one of these circumstances. Who is to decide which situation merits special treatment over the
next? The activities we chose to
engage ourselves in often require
some sort of sacrifice. Whether that
sacrifice is our time, our energy or
waiting for a seat in a class to be made
available, our choices render consequences.
In this fast paced world of immediate information and satisfaction, time
is treated as a commodity. It is up to
individuals to budget this precious
resource and stop looking for others to
accommodate them.

JOHN
BEHLING

STAFF
COLUMN

Do we really
need the
Mad Roller?
There’s a funny, ironic way to
say that we don’t need something.
Example: I need to see more toothless bargain basement National
Lampoons movies like I need a hole
in my head. However, paging
through my pocket edition of “slang
for the witty opinion columnist,”
I’m unable to find a similar phrase
for when we actually need something.
So I’ll just come out and say it:
We need What’s on Tap in St.
Cloud. More precisely, we need an
alternative free newspaper that covers the arts scene. So don’t take this
as a jab at the staff of our scrappy
competitor—proud inventors of the
mug rating system—because I’m all
for ‘em. There’s so much to cover in
the Granite City, from theater to
music to art and poetry.
But, there is one subject that
need not be covered. And that subject is inline skating. More specifically, What’s on Tap inline skating
columnist James T. “The Mad
Roller” Hofmann.
When I came across Mr.
Hofmann’s last column: “Inline
Skating Tips – Part 2,” I had to ask,
“Is there even one other person in
St. Cloud who speed-skates through
Atwood Mall busting free-style
tricks for his own amusement?” If
there is, then that guy and Mr.
Hofmann should get together and
chat sometime about the finer points
of their hobby. They should not
write another column about it. St.
Cloud needs an inline skating column like it needs my beginners
guide to the free-style Lindy Hop or
Cory Fechtelkotter’s advice column
for the nude oboe soloist. Wait a
second, I’d actually read that.
So this is my plea to the editors
of What’s on Tap and to the aspiring
arts writers out there who should be
lining up in the street for a chance to
get their foot in the door writing for
this kind of publication: let’s write
about something else. “The Mad
Roller” has already graced the cover
of What’s on Tap with an in-depth
story on all of his skating accomplishments in the St. Cloud area. We
know that he’s “addicted” to skating. It’s time to move on.

OPINIONS

Hey everyone, say hi

I have always wondered why its
frightening for someone you have
never met in your life to say “hi” to
you. This year has been no different
than any other. Everyone walks to
and from class with their head down
like they are looking for something.
In the odd chance they do make eye
contact with someone, they look
right back at the ground.
My point of this is: when someone says ‘hi’ to you say, “hi” back.
It’s not that hard. Take a chance say
hi to that person that sits next to you
in class. Its not going to hurt you. It
will more than likely make your day
go better. So everyone have a good
day and say ‘hi.’

Benjamin Delong
Third year student
Elementary Education

Respect your
neighbors
Another weekend has past, with
with young people moving through
the neighborhood after dark making
considerable noise, without regard for
the rights of student and non-student
residents alike. It brings to mind conversations I have had this fall with
several groups of students. In each
case I was told that SCSU students
and their friends are very reasonable all that is needed is to ask and they
will cooperate. And so I am asking.
Please do not move through the
neighborhood around campus, or any
other neighborhood for that matter,
yelling, bellowing or in general making noise that “disturbs the peace.” I
realize there are a handful among the
16,000 plus students enrolled at SCSU
this year who will take great pleasure
in being uncooperative, believing they
are quite clever. On the other hand, I
appreciate that the majority of students are reasonable and will respond
favorably to this request.
Each day literally hundreds of students walk or drive past our home and
rarely do we hear anything. Yet once it
turns dark, the neighborhood changes
from peaceful to unreasonably loud.
I am not suggesting you do not
have fun, party or even spend much of
your time and money at your favorite
bar. Those are choices only you can
make. I am asking that, should you
choose to do these things, you regard
the rights of others to not be disturbed
as equal to your right to engage in
your definition of fun.
I am ever the optimist, so will hold

out hope this request, based on assurances from SCSU students, will be
met with a mature and reasonable
response. Thank you.

Deb Middelstadt
Southside
St. Cloud Resident
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me angry; but then I just felt sorry for
this little girl who thinks that the
President, a guy who barely squeaked
through college (and was in an alcoholic stupor until he was forty) is an
American hero. It must be wonderful
to live in that imaginary world of cotton candy clouds and fairy tale
dreams.
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Kathi Hammer

St. Cloud Resident
Storm lives
Symbolism in
in cotton
football just
SCPD is
doesn’t matter
candy cloud busy with
booze

In response to Lorelei Storm’s
misguided and (at times) outright
delusional essay, I would just like to
clear up a few things.
She starts off with education, saying that the only reason she’s in school
is because of financial aid programs.
Bush’s plan is to increase financial aid
to students attending community or
technical colleges, not four year institutions. He’s already reduced federal
aid going to state grant programs in
support of universities.
She then goes on to say that she
agrees with Bush that the government
shouldn’t be expected to help people
in need. I can only assume she’s talking about health care, given the Bush
campaign’s recent ads attacking John
Kerry’s Health Care plan. Bush’s plan
is to allow small businesses to pool
together and receive the same discounts large companies receive. He
claims that over half of Americans
currently without health care are small
business employees and their families.
So, that means that almost half of
Americans without health insurance
would still have no options for receiving it.
So, you think if you’re poor you
should have to watch your children
suffer and die like they’re doing in so
many states across the country that
have no state health care system?
Then comes the part where she
claims we are safer now and that “others can run and hide in fear, knowing
that such things (terrorism) will not be
tolerated in the democratic world,”
Wow. Maybe you should turn on the
news or pick up a paper sometime.
Terrorism in the world is at an all time
high.
Meanwhile, Osama bin Laden is
still on the loose, and al-Qaeda is
stronger than ever. As for other countries, Iran and North Korea aren’t
exactly running scared while they
brag about their nuclear programs.
They now know that we don’t have
the troops, the money or the global
support to do anything about it. We
have not shown them our strength and
power, but rather exposed our weaknesses.
At first reading, her article made

I thought I was doing everything
right to keep myself safe last Friday
night. I was walking with a friend in a
well-lit area across the street from
campus. All of the sudden, we heard
someone running behind us. In a split
second, two guys ran up on both sides
of us, violently shoving me to the
ground and stealing my purse.
I screamed for help, but it happened so fast no one had time to react.
The first thing I thought of when I
got to my feet was to call 911. This
was where the real issue began. The
911 dispatcher said they would send
someone out to the scene to take a
report. I was relieved to know the
authorities were on there way. Or so I
thought.
Forty-five minutes later, I was still
standing outside in the cold.
Fortunately, two people that had been
walking home from the grocery store
waited with us. We called the SCPD
and were informed that they were very
busy and it would be a while. Finally
around 1:30 we decided to forget the
police and head home. A little after
3:30, the officer finally decided to
show up at my apartment and take
down a report.
I don’t know where those robbers
ran off to that night, but I do know
where the SCPD was. On the way
home, I saw multiple squad cars and a
huge red van with a group of cops
around it. If I had only had a few beers
in me I could have had a free ride
straight to the station in that red van.
Unfortunately, that was not the
case. At a time when I felt most vulnerable, I was let down by the people
who are suppose to make us feel safe.
Why does it seem like the cops are
always in the places that we don’t
want them, but never in the place
where we need them? Keep up the
great work St. Cloud Police
Department!

Nicole Linkletter
Second year student
Marketing

E-mail your letters to letters@universitychronicle.com or drop them off at our office, Stewart Hall 13.

October 2nd, SCSU’s football
team will host the University Of
North Dakota. Again, a group of students will stand outside of the stadium and protest the use of UND’s
Native American symbol as their
mascot.
Apparently, some students on the
campus of SCSU feel the use of the
symbol is racist. I am a person of
color, and I do not agree. I also do
not think it’s fair to the football
players of UND and the parents who
have driven many miles to watch
their sons play to have to witness the
protesting of the image the school
chooses to use as their mascot.
Is the use of the mascot really
racist and demeaning? I guess that
depends on who you ask. The meaning of symbols change with time. A
great example is the swastika used
by the Nazis during World War II. In
fact, the swastika was used by many
other cultures as far back as 1000
B.C. to represent life, sun, power,
strength and good luck. Yet many
people today associate the swastika
with a totally different meaning.
If I chose for example to buy a
flag with the swastika on it, it would
be because I think it’s a nice design.
True, it may offend many other people, but should I refrain from buying
something I like because it may
offend someone?
No, of course I should buy it, and
the same principle applies to the
University of North Dakota. If the
staff and administration thought the
mascot really represented racism
toward Native Americans, then they
would choose not to use it. Instead,
using the mascot is a way to honor
Native Americans and show that
they had a very important impact on
the history of North Dakota.
If the students who plan to
protest really want to change the
symbol of UND, then they should
talk to the staff and administration at
the University of North Dakota.
They should not protest in front of a
football game - a game I want to
enjoy.
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“I don’t need motivation. I don’t need
another grown man telling me I need to
take the diapers off.”
-Larry Johnson, Kansas City running back
response to head coach Dick Vermeil saying
he needed to take off his “diapers.”
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Player helps in sickness and health
Joshua Fox
STAFF WRITER

Every team has one.
That one player that knows how to
contribute somehow, for the betterment of the team. For the SCSU soccer team that player is Abby
Fredrickson.
“It isn’t very often that a player
walks on to the team and sticks it out
for four years, and plays the role that
Abbey has played,” head coach
Stephanie McGuinness said.
Now in her final season at SCSU,
Fredrickson’s contributions on and
off the field have been felt by her
coaches and teammates.
“She is a great leader on the field,
and she is a great leader off the field,”
senior teammate Heidi Westrum said.
The road to playing Division II
soccer for the Huskies didn’t come
the traditional way for Fredrickson.
After graduating from Forest Lake
High School in 1999, she didn’t think
about playing soccer at the collegiate
level and spent two years at Century
Community College, a school without a soccer team.
In the spring of 2001, Fredrickson
earned a transfer curriculum degree
from Century, and decided to go
north on I-94 to SCSU.
“I liked the campus and it was
close to home,” Fredrickson said. “I
also had a lot of friends up here.”
Two months before the beginning
of the season, Fredrickson called
McGuinness and inquired about the
possibility of playing for the Huskies.
“It is kind of interesting that she
was a walk on. She just said ‘I am
interested in playing here,’ where
Heidi (Westrum) and Betsy (Pratt)
were both recruited,” McGuinness
said.
Fredrickson made the team and
learned a lot in her first year at SCSU.
“It’s a lot more intense, a lot more
physical,” Fredrickson said.
I had to work to earn a spot,
unlike high school.”
According to McGuinness,
Fredrickson’s touch on the ball did
not match some of her teammates
abilities at first, but over the last four
years it has come a long way. She has
brought a speed to the team that is not
often seen, and that is enough to
make her a threat anytime.
“One of her biggest qualities is
being quick. She brings a lot of fire to
the field,” Westrum said.
Her high speed allowed her to
blow by opponents in her first year,
scoring two goals, getting three
assists, and seven total points. A solid

first season helped Fredrickson put
any doubts about her ability to compete in Division II soccer to rest and
gave her the confidence to have a
breakout sophomore season. With
three goals and 12 total points,
Fredrickson headed in the right direction.
Fredrickson had a particularly
memorable weekend when she tied a
team record with four assists in a win
over MSU-Moorhead.
A defining moment McGuinness
remembers about Fredrickson was a
game last season against Northern
State University, when she scored
two goals and had an assist in the first
half.
“She did it on speed. She broke
through them. We were beating that
team four to nothing at halftime, pretty much because of Abbey,”
McGuinness said.
Fredrickson’s time at SCSU has
not come without sacrifice and pain.
On September 4, Fredrickson
broke multiple ribs when she was
kneed in the back by an opposing
player. The injury went under the
radar until she was hit again in a
game against MSU-Moorhead and
went to the trainer because of the
pain.
She has had to watch the weeks go
by in her last season as a college soccer player. However, it has not dampened her spirit or her commitment to
her team. She has continued to travel
with the team, fighting through the
pain that is caused by sitting on a bus
for many hours at a time.
“I played with the broken ribs for
a game and a half, so I knew I could
sit on a bus,” Fredrickson said. “I’m
part of this team and I couldn’t see
myself not being with the team.”
McGuiness said Fredrickson has
taken the injury in stride.
“She could have taken the injury
either way, but everything she does,
she does for the team,” McGuinness
said.
According
to
McGuiness,
Fredrickson has been on the sidelines
making sure everything is running
smooth and she is there to help the
team.
“I had fun here, I appreciate every
moment, I wouldn’t change a thing,”
Fredrickson said. She is expecting to
play again Saturday at Concordia-St.
Paul and then return home on Sunday
to take on Southwest Minnesota State
“I just want to play the best soccer
I can,” Fredrickson said. “I want to
know I pushed myself and my teammates hard.

PHOTO COURTESY MEDIA RELATIONS

Abbey Fredrickson uses her speed and agility to move the ball up field in a game last season.Fredrickson
has sat out much of this season due to injury. She plans to return to the field this weekend.
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Hardy volleys way to the top
Ryan Atkins
STAFF WRITER

In the fall of 1998, Megan Hardy
didn’t play volleyball. Two years later,
Hardy was almost certain she would
play softball at Augustana College
instead of volleyball.
Flash forward to the present. This
fall, Hardy became captain of the
steadily improving SCSU volleyball
team.
How does a girl who doesn’t go
out for volleyball as a sophomore in
high school rank second on SCSU’s
career list with a 3.40 dig average per
game.
“Volleyball wasn’t fun my freshmen year,” Hardy, said. “They (the
coaches) wanted to move me up to
varsity, and I didn’t want to. I wanted
to stay and play with my friends.”
After sitting out her sophomore
year, Hardy realized how much volleyball meant to her and decided to
return to volleyball.
During her final two seasons of
varsity action, Hardy received AllConference and second-team All-State
accolades in addition to being named
captain of the team.
However, Hardy was leaning
towards softball and NCC rival
Augustana as the place to continue her
athletic career.
But, on her recruiting trip to
Augustana, Hardy saw a couple players smoking and at that moment knew
Augustana was not the place for her.
With the help from her high school
volleyball coach, Erika Paladine,
Hardy made the decision to look into
playing for the Huskies.
That decision gave her an instant
connection with former SCSU captain
Kari Turkowski.
“Our personalities and our work
ethic are a lot alike,” Hardy said. “She

was a person I wanted to be teammates
with.”
The Huskies struggled Hardy’s
first two seasons winning a combined
eight games.
“I knew we had a good team and a
good group of athletes,” Hardy said.
“We weren’t finishing games, and we
weren’t winning games. I don’t think
we got slaughtered by a lot of teams,
but we lost and we got really used to
losing.”
The losing mentality ended last
season when Patricia Mickow stepped
in as head coach. The Huskies won 11
matches as Mickow saw a team leader
in Hardy immediately.
“Megan plays with heart. That is
exactly what I thought of her,”
Mickow said. “She is a great leader on
and off the court. She leads very well
by example.”
This season, Hardy was rewarded
by her teammates to follow in
Turkowski’s path as team captain.
“It’s a major honor (being voted as
captain). It’s awesome my teammates
look up to me that much,” Hardy said.
However, this season Hardy was
forced to sit out the first few matches
due to injury as the Huskies raced to a
fast start.
“It sucks to sit there and watch. It
really put things in perspective,”
Hardy said. “When I came back to
play again, I was on fire because I didn’t take for granted the fact that I
would just always be playing.”
Mickow has learned to not take the
libero position for granted after
Hardy’s injury. The libero position is a
position in which the player plays
strictly the back line and never serves.
“As a coach maybe I take that position for granted. Because Megan’s so
good at it, and you don’t expect your
libero to get hurt.”
Now with an 8-5 record, Hardy

MATTHEW KASTER/VISUAL EDITOR

Senior defensive specialist Megan Hardy keeps the ball off the court Tuesday during a squad practice.
The Huskies next home game is this Saturday at 4 p.m. versus University of Nebraska-Omaha.
believes this is a team that can do
something special this season.
“We can compete with every single
team in the conference,” Hardy said.

“Augustana is ranked (at the top) and I
don’t think we played our best against
them. I think if we can play with a
high amount of intensity and a lot of

confidence we can easily compete and
defeat every single team in the conference. That might be a cocky statement,
but I know we can.”

Rivalry against MSU-Mankato continues
Eric Stromgren
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday night in Husky
Stadium, a new chapter will be added
to a storied Minnesota football rivalry.
The Huskies will open NCC play
against Minnesota State, Mankato in a
battle for the Traveling Training Kit, a
traveling trophy awarded to the winner each time the schools meet.
“This is a big rivalry game we are
not taking lightly,” senior linebacker
Charlie Cosgrove said.
The first time the schools met on
the gridiron was in Mankato in Nov.
1923. In that game, the Huskies shut
out the Mavericks 37-0. The last
game played in St.Cloud was in 2001
at Selke Field, and the Huskies won
49-28.
Saturday will mark the 69th meeting between the two teams. The
Huskies hold the overall record

advantage, 34-30-4. And while the
Huskies have won three out of the last
four meetings, the Mavericks are not
being overlooked.
“Mankato is much better than they
were a year ago,” said Huskies head
coach Randy Hedberg. “They are running the ball effectively, and are
sound defensively.”
Junior defensive tackle Cory
Johnsen has a similar perception of
the Mavericks.
“A lot of people may think
Mankato is not a good team, but they
beat Concordia-St. Paul, a dominant
team in the NSIC,” Johnsen said.
In Mankato’s 45-20 victory over
Concordia, junior running back Sean
Treasure racked up 176 yards on 21
carries and two touchdowns. Backup
running back Cory Jones ran for 127
yards and a touchdown, giving the
Mavericks their second 300-yard
team rushing performance this sea-

son. Treasure has been a dual threat to
opposing teams so far this season.
Treasure currently ranks atop
Division II in all-purpose yardage at
224 yards per game.
“They (Treasure and Jones) are
very effective runners, we are going
to have to shut down the toss sweep
and tackle well,” Hedberg said.
MSU’s defense features senior
linebacker Adam Stroik. Stroik is tied
for third in Division II for tackles,
recording 16.7 tackles per game. He
is also ranked fourth in solo tackles
with 8.7 per game.
Stroik had a career day last year in
the Maverick’s loss to the Huskies.
He made 11 tackles, recorded two
sacks and forced a fumble.
“The key to the game is running
the ball effectively, if we have some
success running the ball, we can get
the play-action going,” Hedberg said.
Treasure and Stroik were named

NCC players of the week September
4 for their performances against
Oklahoma-Panhandle
State
University. Treasure rushed for 212
yards and Stroik had 17 tackles, 13 of
those solo.
“The offense is the best part of
their team. They are very similar to
Western Washington,” Johnsen said.
The Huskies are coming off a 427 win against Northern State
University which improved SCSU’s
record to 4-0. The win also bumped
up Huskies up in the national rankings. Last week the Huskies were
ranked No. 19 in the American
Football Coaches Association poll,
and the latest poll released Tuesday
have the Huskies at No. 17. The only
other nationally ranked NCC teams
are No. 2 North Dakota and No. 25
South Dakota.
Running back Matt Birkel will
look to stay among the elite Division

II running backs. Birkel is fifth in the
country, averaging 166 yards per
game and has rushed for at least 100
yards in every game this season.
Compared to Treasure’s all-purpose
yards per game, Birkel ranks tenth
with 182.3 yards per game.
Quarterback Daniel Kaczor is
among the best passers in the country.
Kaczor, who threw a career long 73yard touchdown pass last week, is
sixth in passing efficiency with a
176.3 rating.
As a team, the Huskies have been
a force on offense. The Huskies average 45 points per game, putting them
tenth overall in the NCAA. Much of
the success can be traced to the
Huskies’ domination early in games.
SCSU has outscored opponents 12927 in the first half this season.
“It’s important to come out of the
gates and have a strong start, especially at home,” Hedberg said.
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SCSU runners start strong
Stephanie Martinson

FRIDAY

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

■ Women’s Volleyball at
Minnesota State-Mankato at
7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
■ Women’s Volleyball vs.
University of Nebraska-Omaha
at 4 p.m.
■ Football vs. Minnesota StateMankato at 6 p.m. Game can be
heard on 88.1 FM KVSC radio.
■ Cross Country at Roy Griak
Invitation at University of
Minnesota at 10 & 11 a.m.
■ Women’s Soccer at
Concordia-St. Paul at 1 p.m.
■ Women’s Golf at Southwest
Minnesota State-Marshall Invite
TBA.
■ Softball at Augustana Fall
Invite at Sioux Falls, S.D. TBA

SUNDAY
■ Women’s Golf at Southwest
Minnesota State-Marshall Invite
TBA.
■ Softball at Augustana Fall
Invite at Sioux Falls, S.D. TBA.
■ Women’s Soccer vs.
Southwest Minnesota State
University at 1 p.m.
■ Men’s Golf at Regional
Qualifiers at Hastings, Neb.
TBA.

MONDAY
■ Men’s Golf at Regional
Qualifiers at Hastings, Neb.
TBA.
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The SCSU women’s cross country team ran a campus-wide
makeshift course for their practice Tuesday afternoon. The men’s
and women’s teams are banking on a stellar season. Saturday finds
the teams in Minneapolis at the Roy Griak Invite and the University
of Minnesota-Twin Cities.

Things around the cross country
team have gotten off to a fast running
start this season.
Nick Hirsch became Athlete of the
Week for the North Central
Conference.
“We haven’t had a cross country
runner receive athlete of the week
since I’ve been here,” head cross
country coach Seth Mischke said.
Mischke has been a coach at SCSU
since 1999, coaching track as well.
Hirsch’s time at the Ron Plynn
Invitational was 25:45. He placed second in the meet, five seconds behind
University of Manitoba runner Kris
Hunter.
“We haven’t had someone win a
meet yet. Being Athlete of the Week is
a big accomplishment for Nick and I
hope the guys and gals feed off his
success and say they want some too,”
Mischke said.
Hirsch’s personal goal is to make
Nationals this season. He also hopes
the entire team will do well and make
it to Nationals, too.
“I’m looking forward to having
everyone running a race. We didn’t
have everyone run due to injuries and
class scheduling conflicts since the
race was last Friday,” Mischke said.
According to Mischke, emotions
and anticipations are high for this season. He stated he’s hoping for consistency in his runners because that will
bring SCSU the most success.
“I see some fun things happening
this year. The women have a nice
crew, and they train well together.

Hopefully, we’ll find some leaders in
there. The men will be a little stronger
team-wise, and if we get everybody
rolling at the right time, it can help
throughout the season,” Mischke said.
Junior Sarah Rheingans is one of
ten girls on the cross country team.
SCSU can have up to twelve girls on
the team this year.
“I hope to not have old injuries
flare up,” Rheingans said. “I want to
just have fun with the team because
they’re a great group of people.”
She also wants to improve and top
herself each week.
Rheingans hopes the team will run
to their greatest potential and achieve
all or most of their personal goals.
Not all cross country races the
team will run this year are the same
length.
A typical men’s race is eight kilometers long. The men will run two
10K races this season for preRegional’s and Regional’s.
“It’s quite a change going from the
8K’s to 10K’s and they must be prepared mentally,” Mischke said.
The women run mainly 5K’s.
They will run 6K races at the preRegional’s and Regional’s.
The team’s biggest focus is on the
Regionals meet as the race is the only
way the team can qualify for
Nationals.
Mischke is focusing on the conference meet as well, but stated it will be
challenging to train for because it is
scheduled mid-season, before the
team anticipates peaking.
Saturday, the teams will be running
in the Roy Griak Invitational at the
University of Minnesota--Twin Cities.

Things I learned at summer camp
In a day and age where athletes
seem to give themselves credit for
their accomplishments (Carmelo
Anthony at the 2003 ESPY awards),
become involved with legal difficulties (Kobe Bryant) and become
increasingly involved in drugs and
alcohol (Ricky Williams), stereotypes
are created that fall on athletes.
Many athletes may fit under one or
more of the above stereotype (and yes
they are stereotypes). However, that is
their choice. We live in a country
where free-will is a privilege that
many choose to exercise in different
ways.
Contrary to the stereotypes, I have
met many athletes these past few
months who have chosen to exercise
their free-will by stepping away from
the perception surrounding athletes,
choosing to praise God for their abilities, fame, fortune, and any other accolades that have come their way.
Even though I had already been a
Christian for nearly two years when I
was hired as a basketball coach at the
Kenny Smith basketball camp (held at
University of North Carolina), I never

RYAN
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STAFF
COLUMN
expected that during the week at camp
my faith in the Lord would grow as
professional athletes spoke of their
love for Jesus Christ.
On the first full day of the camp,
NBA free-agent Avery Johnson spoke
of his faith. Johnson passionately
spoke that to achieve his greatness on
the basketball court, and his greatness
on God’s court, he had to focus on
God’s plan andnot his own. Johnson
said he realized he needed to take a
step back from friends who did ungodly things.
Mark Jackson, the long time NBA
point guard, second all-time with
10,334 assists, spoke at mid court of
the Dean Smith Center with nearly

600 basketball players and coaches
attending the camp in attendance. At
the precise moment Jackson said that
everything he achieved in his life is
from Jesus Christ, the entire gymnasium went silent.
Jackson followed that statement
with “There are some people who
don’t want me to say that, or speak
Jesus’ name in public, but it is the truth
and I cannot hide from my Lord and
Savior,” Jackson said.
Jackson shared an extreme amount
of belief knowing people may look
down upon him for attributing his success to Jesus Christ. Jackson also
knew that numerous people may be
offended of him speaking of Jesus
with such conviction in public.
Smith also spoke at length about
the effect Jesus Christ has had on his
life and career. These are three successful athletes who have each competed in the NBA, who have the riches and every opportunity to have chosen ungodly paths, but they all have
chosen paths away from drugs and
alcohol, and away from the stereotypes surrounding them.

The strength and faith of God
extends here at SCSU where many
student athletes will tell you that the
successes that they have received is
because of their commitment to Jesus
Christ and their choice to walk a path
away from drugs and alcohol. A few of
those athletes include first-year swimmer Sean Fitzgerald, sophomore
wrestler Matthew Jensen and sophomore softball player Lacey Trossbach.
These athletes and the many who
are becoming involved with Athletesin-Action on campus have made decisions to follow God and give thanks
for their athletic abilities to God. They
have made a choice not to follow the
stereotype of being self-involved,
partiers or any other stereotype that
surrounds athletes today.
Each of these athletes made a
choice of not fitting the stereotype, a
choice to branch out, a choice to follow God’s path.
Now what will your choice be?
Comments for Ryan Atkins? Send
them to sports.editor@universitychronicle.com (no spaces or dashes)
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In between classes, Graphic Design major Missy Langhans checks out Christine Willcox’s art
exhibition titled “Witness.” Willcox’s work is located in Kiehle Gallery and will be shown from
8 a.m. until 4 p.m. Friday.

Bringing provocative and challenging work to campus, Kiehle
Gallery showcases the work of
selected artists throughout the academic year.
The current feature, “Witness,”
by Christine Wilcox will remain on
display until Friday.
The series is a collection of startling, realistic, and penetrating
images, often juxtaposed against
each other.
Reflecting on the focus of
destruction and human toll on the
world, Wilcox writes in her artist
statement, “This series is meant to
be both tense and meditative. I am
contrasting the anxiety I feel about
potential disaster with the unchanging essentials of nature.”
SCSU travel and tourism major
Sarah Randa observed the the
Wilcox piece between classes
Wednesday during her first visit to
the Kiehle Gallery.
“I think the artist is showing
change and destruction,” Randa
said. “It made me sad. It made me
see all the destruction that
humankind has done.”
SCSU sophomore Greg Goglin
also made his first trip to Kiehle’s
gallery this week to view the various works on display, as well as the
Wilcox pieces.
“There is so much destruction in
the world,” Goglin said. “The sun
still shines, people are going to go
to work and people just go about
their business.”
The work also shows the vivid
contrast of pure images, free of
pain, in the midst of fierce, apocalyptic circumstances. One example
is a painting with a close up shot of
an extremely realistic cardinal gazing off, above the image of a burning field.
“There’s the cardinal, and you
see the forest burning. You wouldn’t (normally) think about the cardinal, but it made you realize that
the cardinal was there,” Randa said.
“The artist seems to be obsessed
with time and the idea of experience transcending it.”
“Through my process, I create a
hierarchy of experience. I can say,
‘this is important—this happened
and I don’t want to forget it.’
Painting is my way of creating
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time: to reduce speed, to understand the world around me, to
understand history,” Wilcox writes
in her artist statement.
Both students admitted it was
the first time they had been there,
and said that had they known the
quality of the work they would
have been there earlier.
“I don’t mean to sound mindless, but it was really awesome. I
think it’s sad more people don’t see
it,” Goglin said.
The “Witness” series has been
on display since August 27, and
will conclude tomorrow.
The next feature offered by
Kiehle Gallery will be “Insurgent
Images Agitprop” by muralist and
activist Mike Alewitz. This feature
will be in stark contrast to the biting reality of Wilcox.
Alewitz uses artistic satire, full
of animated images of political
mockery, symbolically laced
provocations and lively colors.
With a focus of oppression and
social injustice, his work is a way
to address important issues.
“Mike Alewitz’s art has given
eloquent voice to the aspirations of
working people throughout the
world. His heroic figures and
vibrant colors are powerful
weapons in the hands of the
oppressed,” Martin Sheen said,
according to www.themonthlyreview.org.
There will be an opening reception for the series 3-5 p.m.
Thursday, September 30 and will
feature an artist discussion at 3:30.
Other artists will follow
throughout the year including
video, photographic and mixed
media art.

“I think the artist is
showing change and
destruction. It made me
see all the destruction
humankind has done.”
Sarah Randa
SCSU STUDENT
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SCSU set for theatre double dose
SCSU takes on Shakespeare comedy
Ben Thompson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Not surprisingly, a playwright
who is often touched upon by the theatre
department
is
William
Shakespeare.
When
people
think
of
Shakespeare, names like Hamlet,
Romeo and McBeth are characters
that usually come to mind. All are
characters from Shakespeare's
drama’s. However, he still had many
comedies.
“As You Like It,” “The Merchant

of Venice,” “Much Ado About
Nothing” and “Taming of the Shrew”
(which the movie “10 Things I Hate
About You” is based upon) are among
Shakespeare’s
17
comedies.
Shakespeare wrote nearly as many
comedies as he did tragedies and histories combined.
Billed as an engaging tale full of
mistaken identity, separation and
reunion, “The Comedy of Errors”
also includes plot lines complete with
death sentences and intriguing people.
Based on “Menaechimi” by the
Roman
playwright
Plautus,

MATTHEW KASTER/VISUALS EDITOR

Director Brenda Wentworth sets the tone at the first night of
rehearsal for the 21 actors involved in the Shakespeare/SCSU collaboration “The Comedy of Errors”.

Shakespeare adds complications to the
plot by using two sets of identical
twins. The play is filled with mistakes,
slapstick antics, low humor, reunions,
lying, cheating and lost loves.
“Shakespeare isn’t exactly known
for his clear cut, straightforward
style,” SCSU junior Jay Terry said.
“There are a bunch of mix ups because
of not one set of twins separated at
birth, but two sets of twins separated
at birth.”
Terry plays Antipholus of
Syracuse, one of the twins.
Brock Lammers, an SCSU, freshman playing the First Merchant, added
humor is also at the play’s core.
“It’s a quite hilarious premise, if
you understand it,” Lammers began to
explain. “No one ever likes to explain
Shakespeare, so it always sounds
worse.”
“The Comedy of Errors” will be
directed by Brenda Wentworth, who
in her 12 years with the SCSU Theatre
Department has designed or directed
nearly 40 shows.
“The fun part of the play is that the
audience will be able to tell the difference between the two sets of twins
when the characters on stage can’t,”
Wentworth said. “When the audience
is ‘in’ on the joke, they have more
fun.”
Rehearsals begin Wednesday,
Sept. 22 and run five nights a week,
Sunday through Thursday, 7 to 10
p.m. until the play’s opening week.

‘Moon’ set to open
Besides slapstick Shakespeare the
SCSU Theatre Department has an
alternative.
“A Moon for the Misbegotten”
will be presented in the Arena
Theatre, a smaller area than the
Center Stage. It is located in the basement of the Performing Arts Center.
The final chapter of Eugene
O’Neill’s playwright career, “A Moon
for the Misbegotten” has been hailed
as a lyrical, comic and honest work.
Sporting a smaller cast, the show
only has five characters. Revolving
around Josie Hogan, her father, Phil,
and their landlord, Jim Tyrone, “A
Moon for the Misbegotten” is a play
about two people and their encounter
under the light of a full moon.
The cast and crew are working
hard to get ready for opening night,
and rehearsals for the show began last
week. They will run five nights a
week, Sunday through Thursday, until
the show’s opening.
“We’re putting the show together
in about a month, which is very tough
to do,” SCSU senior Chris Lindahl
said.
SCSU senior Christina Stamos,
who plays Josie, has the most lines to
memorize and is onstage for 96 of the
play’s 99 script pages.
“I love my character,” Stamos said
of her character Josie. “She is very
strong.”
Chris Lindahl said he thinks audiences will enjoy the play and its characters.
“It’s a sarcastic and fun show and
they (the audience) should like it,”
Lindahl said. “It’s interesting (for

If you go...

A Moon for the Misbegotten
Who: Originally written by
Eugene O’Neill. Directed by
Dave Borron.
What: A play about a meeting under the moonlight which
brings forth the true feelings
between two lost souls.
When: Beginning Oct. 19 at
8 p.m.Tues. through Fri. At 2 p.m.
Sat. and Sun.
Where: Arena Stage,
Performing Arts Center
Tickets: $10-15 for members of the public. Students and
faculty free with SCSU ID. Call
(320) 308-3229.
me) because my character has a lot of
inner monologue, which is very tough
to do, but I think it’ll be great.”
The entire cast and crew seem to
share similar sentiments about how
the audience will respond to the play.
“I think the audience will really
enjoy the show; it’s entertaining and
gives people a lot to think about,”
SCSU junior Matt “Earl” Earley, who
plays T. Stedman Harder, said.
Cast in the lead role, and having
perhaps the most insight into the
depth and breadth of the play’s characters, Stamos believes audiences will
be able to easily connect with the
play’s various characters.
“They will be able to relate to the
characters in one way or another,”
Stamos said.
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From Jersey to the grave
Garden State

It’s interesting how the term
“indie” has become more of a genre
then a class distinction.
Indie
as
in
“Napoleon
Dynamite,” as in “Mean Creek” and
as in Zach Braff’s directorial debut,
“Garden State,” means a set of conventions, an appeal to a certain audience and a certain stylized groove.
“Lo-fi” is a key word. “Off-beat”
is another. The latter has come to
mean eccentric but harmless, funnyweird but not weird-strange.
This was taken to the extreme in
the Idaho Sundance cash cow
“Napoleon Dynamite.”
But it’s a smoother, cooler, more
subtle breed of eccentricity that
Zach Braff, best known for his role
in the sitcom “Scrubs”, uses to peddle this low-key story about the
awkwardness of coming home.
Andrew Largeman (Braff), a
minor actor in Los Angeles, finds
out from a message on his answering machine that his mom has
drowned in the bathtub. The muddled, vacant Largeman decides to
leave his lithium in L.A. and flies
back home to Jersey for the funeral
and a few days of soul searching.
There, Largeman reconnects with
two old friends from High School.
One is now a grave-digging/robbing
pothead who works at the cemetery
where Largeman’s mom is being
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buried (Peter Sarsgaard). The other
is a listless millionaire inventor
(Armando Riesco).
Later they’ll encounter a nitrous
huffing bordello employee (Method
Man), a MILF-loving fast food
Knight who speaks Klingon, and
Largeman’s love interest: a pathological liar and hamster lover named
Sam (Natalie Portman).
If, for some reason, “Napoleon
Dynamite” wandered into the room
with his moonboots, pockets bulging
with tator tots and curly red ‘fro, he
might not feel out of place. These
amusing wack-o’s serve to build
laughs in the spaces left by
Largeman’s lithium-clouded pacifist
who stares out into the abyss for
much of the film.
But the carnival also obscures the
subject, or more importantly, the
love story.
George Lucas’s Queen pours
enough girlish enthusiasm into her
role to compensate for her silent
partner as she manages to draw the

film’s best moments. But, toward the
end it becomes apparent that Braff
has written himself into something
he can’t act out of. Largeman, after a
decade of over-doping, slowly
begins to feel emotion again.
The fact that Braff’s performance
misses is really a shame because,
unlike the esoteric “Napoleon
Dynamite” and the exploitive “Mean
Creek,” Garden State has a lot to say.
It questions a culture of over-protective parents. A culture where if
you’ve ever felt depressed you have
a clinical disorder, or if you like to
have a few friends over to drink on
your property you’re creating a
“public nuisance.”
But Braff’s film with it’s lavish
visual-metaphors and low-key guitar-rock soundtrack has the tendency
to become a drug itself, mollifying
and soothing, playfully painful yet
redemptive. Beautiful if not dated,
and forgetful like a pop song.

Shaun of the Dead

This comedy/horror hybrid from
across the pond is the high-concept
cousin of last year’s Brittish invasion, “28 Days Later.”
Although not quite a genre-setter
or crowd pleaser, “Shaun of the
Dead” is surprisingly literary and
philosophical.
In a pre-zombie apocalypse
London, Shaun (Simon Pegg) tries
to mitigate between his girlfriend
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Liz (Kate Ashfield), his best friend
Ed (Nick Frost) and her friends. No
one in this gang seems to be able to
handle being in the same room
together, let alone the same social
circle.
Stubbornly, Shaun refuses to
wrest himself from any of the nets
that are making his long-suffering
girl think of greener pastures. After
the spread of a zombie plague Shaun
tries to become the everyman hero.
Armed with a cricket bat he leads a
survival party that includes pretty
much every important person in his
life. And guess what happens to
them one by one? Once his loved
ones become zombies Shaun has to
literally cut them off from his life,
ending the relationships that are
holding him back from fully realizing his commitment to Liz.
But this subtext, recalling James
Joyce’s “A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man” is more interesting
than entertaining.
Veteran low-rent horror maestro
Stuart Gordon nearly saved his 2001
H.P. Lovecraft adaptation “Dagon”
by converting Paul (Ezra Godden),
the limp yuppie protagonist into a
screaming, machete wielding mad
man toward the film’s end. Shaun,
on the other hand, seems almost
polite when he’s crushing brains or
blowing holes through skulls.
Where’s Bruce Campbell when
you need him?

MOVIE INFO: 253-4328
Bargain matinees on all shows before 6 p.m.
SAME DAY TICKET SALES ONLY
GEN ADM $7.00 CHILD/SR/MAT $5.00

PARKWOOD 18

THE FORGOTTEN (PG13)

DAILY 4:00-4:30-7:00-7:30-9:00-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-12:30-2:00-2:30

FIRST DAUGHTER (PG)

DAILY 5:00-7:20-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:30

SPECIAL SNEAK PREVIEW
SHALL WE DANCE (PG13)
MR 3000 (PG13)

SAT 9/25 AT 7:30 ONLY

DAILY 5:00-7:10-9:20
FRI-SUN MATS12:15-2:30

SKY CAPTAIN AND THE WORLD OF TOMORROW (PG13)

DAILY 5:00-7:20-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:30

WIMBLEDON (PG13)
I, ROBOT (PG13)

DAILY 4:45-7:00-9:20
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:30
DAILY 6:45-9:15

NATIONAL LAMPOON’S GOLDIGGER (PG13)
GARDEN STATE (PG13)

DAILY 9:15 ONLY

DAILY 4:30-7:00-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 1:15

CELLULAR (PG13)

DAILY 4:45-7:15-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:15

RESIDENT EVIL: APOCALYPSE (R)

DAILY 5:00-7:15-9:30
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:45

WICKER PARK (PG13)

DAILY 4:30-7:15-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:30

NAPOLEON DYNOMITE (PG)

DAILY 5:00-7:30-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00-3:00

VANITY FAIR (PG13)

DAILY 4:00 ONLY
FRI-SUN MATS 1:00

HERO (PG13)

DAILY -4:45-7:30-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 12:00-2:15
NO 7:30 SHOWING ON SAT 9/25

WITHOUT A PADDLE (PG13)

DAILY 4:45-7:00-9:15
FRI-SUN MATS 12:15-2:30

PRINCESS DIARIES 2: ROYAL ENGAGEMENT (G)

DAILY 4:15-7:00
FRI-SUN MATS 1:15

COLLATERAL (R)

DAILY 4:15-7:15-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:30

BOURNE SUPREMACY (PG13)

DAILY 4:30-7:15-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:30

THE NOTEBOOK (PG13)

DAILY 4:00-7:10-9:45
FRI-SUN MATS 1:15

CROSSROADS 6
ALL SEATS $1.50

SHREK 2 (PG)

EVES 5:10-7:10-9:10
SAT-SUN MATS 1:10-3:10

FARENHEIT 9/11 (R)

DAILY 4:15-6:45-9:10
SAT-SUN MATS 1:30

ANCHORMAN (PG13)

DAILY 7:20-9:20
SAT-SUN MATS 1:20-3:20-5:20

DODGEBALL: A TRUE UNDERDOG STORY (PG13)

DAILY 7:15-9:15
SAT-SUN MATS 1:15-3:15-5:15

HARRY POTTER AND THE PRISONER OF AZKABAN (PG)

DAILY 5:00-8:00
SAT-SUN MATS 2:00

Zombies are out in full force in Rogue Pictures’ romantic zombie comedy,“Shaun of the Dead.”

PHOTO COURTESY ROGUE PICTURES

LITTLE BLACK BOOK (PG13)
31761.92404

DAILY 5:15-7:15-9:15
SAT-SUN MATS 1:15-3:15
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HOUSING

CLASSIFIEDS

SOUTH SIDE PARK
4 bedroom 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties (320)-253-1154.

ONE BEDROOMS
Close to campus quiet building, on
bus route, 1/2 mile from SCSU.
Basic cable, heat, water and refuse
included. Northern Management
654-8300.

2 TO 10 BEDROOM
Homes for rent. Close to campus.
Call Select Properties. (320)-2531154.

ROOMS AVAILABLE !!!
Incl. leases within 1 bedroom units.
Blocks from SCSU. $220-230. Low
SD (320) 654-8300.

WEST CAMPUS
4 bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low monthly rents. Call Select
Properties (320)-253-1154.

SPACIOUS 2 BR’S
Michigan Place. 1/2 Mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Quiet building
and location. Low rent and cheap
security deposit. Call Angie (320)
654-8300.

MAYNE ESTATES
4 Bedroom apartments and rooms.
Low rent rates. Call Select
Properties. (320)-253-1154.
CAMPUS EAST
4 bedroom 2 bathroom apartments
and rooms for rent. Call Select
Properties. (320)-253-1154.
PINE POINTE APARTMENTS
Would you like a clean, quite, spacious place to call home? Give us a
call. (320)-250-0139.
ROOM IN HOUSE
2 miles from campus, hot-tub, high
speed internet, pool table, swimming
pool, all utilities included.
$325/month. (320) 493-2608.
CHECK US OUT!
$200 a month 1-4 br’s avail. Shared
baths close to hockey arena. Heat,
water, garbage paid! 9-12 month
leases avail now! Laundry on-site.
Secure bldg. Call now! (763)-6331080 ext. 28
1BR/2BR
$475/$550 per month. Heat paid.
Nice and new. Clean, quiet, students only. Call 761-2822.
2 BDR APARTMENT
2 blocks from SCSU heat paid.
$650 sec. dep. Avail. Sept 1. Jim:
(612)-508-3723.

WE GOT WHAT YOU NEED!
1,2,3 & 4 bedrooms available call
today for a personal showing. Many
buildings and locations to choose
from. Northern Management (320)
654-8300, www.nomgnt.com/se.
ROOMMATE WANTED
For three bedroom apartment in
new building. (320) 259-9434.
3 EASY GOING GUYS
Looking for a 4th roommate. (320)
259-9434.
2,3,4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
1/2 Block from campus. (320) 2599434.
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Available utilities included. Clean
and quiet. (320) 259-9434.
1BDR & 2BDR
Near campus (320) 253-5340.
3 & 4 BDRM APTS
With new dishwashers, carpeted.
Heat + 70 channels of cable paid.
Call (320) 259-9673.
ROOMS FOR RENT
Female. Spacious, newer home w/
parking. Good location. 4 bed, 2
bath. (320) 236-7792 or (320) 4207201, $290 plus electric.

FOUR BEDROOM
Two bath apartment homes. Offstreet parking available close to
SCSU campus $220-$260 per person 9-12 month lease. Water,
sewer,garbage paid. Heat paid in
winter months. Call now to reserve
your home (763)-633-1080 ext. 28.

4 BDRM APTS
Near SCSU. New interior. $205 per
bdrm. Free parking (320) 980-7545.

LARGE 2BR’S
Starting at $475. 1/2 mile from
SCSU, on bus route. Heat, water,
garbage and basic cable included!
Call Angie at (320) 761-1571.

HOUSES, & APTS.
Updated. Various locations. Walking
distance. Available now or 10/1.
Heat and parking included. Dan
251-1925.

1 BDRM
In 4 bdrm apts, new interior. Free
parking, near SCSU. Rent bdrms
individually $205. (320) 980-7545.

1, 2, 3, 4 BDR. APTS
and 4,5,6,7,8 bdr.houses. Available
now or 10/1. Heat and parking incl.
Walking distance. Rent neg. Dan
251-1925.
SUBLEASERS
Single rooms 1-2 blks to library.
Great condition. Rent neg. heat
paid. Dan 251-1925.
APARTMENTS
1,2,3 Bdrms 224-4409.
ROOMS FOR RENT
In 4 bdrm house. $280/mo.
McMullen Properties
(320)-761-1514.
SCSU TWO BEDROOM APTS
With free prk, heat, garbage.
Available now. Call Johnson
Properties @ 229-1919.
SCSU FOUR BEDROOM APTS
Available now! Cheap rent, new
appliances, AC, heat, and parking
included. Call Johnson Properties
229-1919
johnsonproperties@astound.net
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Heat paid. Call (320)251-8284

www.hjortchiorpractic.com

FEMALE SUBLETS
In 4 bedroom apts. Heat paid, a/c,
d/w, parking, close. Excel Prop.
251-6005

CARS

CARETAKER NEEDED
For West Campus Apts. Heat, water.
garbage, and basic cable included
as well! Please call Angie to inquire.
654-8300
PROFESSOR/VISITOR FRANK
LLOYD WRIGHT GUEST HOUSE
Unique guest house with indoor racquetball court, tennis court, hot tub,
exercise room, sauna, and kitchen.
$75 nt. $300 wk. $800 month.
References required. www.bridgecreate.com/guesthouse to reserve.
2 BEDROOM
Side by side duplex with garages.
$695 plus utilities. No pets. 2491187 or (320)-285-5253
SHARE HOUSE
4bdr/2ba. N/S. N/pets. W/D. Utilities
paid. On bus line. Very clean! $285
(612)-616-8526

2 BDRM APT
2 blks from campus. Available
immediately Call Jim
(612)-508-3723.

PARKING

ROOMMATE
Looking for 1 quiet nonsmoking person to share a 2 bedroom duplex.
Call Pete (612)-804-2062.

PERMIT PARKING
Now available at First Presbyterian
Church. Parking available 7a.m. to 6
p.m. M-F. Call 251-8277 for rates
and information

3&4 BDRM APTS
With heat, +70 channels cable, dishwasher and newly carpeted
Call 259-9673.

EMPLOYMENT

1 MO. FREE
2Bdrs available in 3 bdr house w/d.
Newly remodeled by SCSU. Utilities
included $275/mo.
Brent (612)-991-0221
4 BEDROOM HOUSE
In St. Joseph. Corner lot. Clean.
Lots of new amenities.
(320)-260-2029
ROOMMATE WANTED
2 Blocks from SCSU. (605)-2284598 or (605)-397-2718
EFF. APARTMENT
All utility included. Parking
available (320)-250-1393
3 AND 4 BEDROOM APTS
Heat paid,a/c, d/w, laundry, nice,
and close. Excel Prop. 251-6005
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APTS
Close to SCSU. Also single rooms.

SPRING BREAK 2005
With STS, America’s #1 student tour
operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts. Info/reservations 1800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com..
HELP WANTED
Looking for a great back to school job?
Savers has a variety of full and part
time positions open that may just fit
your schedule! Monthly bonus opportunity, store discounts, and more. Apply in
person a 3326 W. Division St., St.
Cloud.

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK/MEXICO
From $499. Reps go free. (800) 3664786. www.mazexp.com.

SERVICES
CHIROPRACTOR

1987 SUBARU GL HATCHBACK
Rusty but trusty. 198K. Engine well
maintained. No oil burning. Brakes,
clutch, drive chain ok. Leaks fixed.
$600. Seller is a Subaru enthusiast.
(320)-240-8421
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Lighting fixtures and bulbs that carry the ENERGY STAR®
label last up to 10 times longer than standard incandescent
lighting. And because they save so much energy, they reduce
demand for electricity. The result is a lot less pollution in the
air. Brighten the world. Look for the ENERGY STAR label.
1-888-STAR-YES
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change.

Learn more. Visit www.energystar.gov

ENERGY STAR is sponsored by the US Environmental Protection Agency and the US Department of Energy.
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